
#  ALARM ACTIVITIES ON O. U.'S CAMPUS  2007 Jan. 07-Dec 8' 07
occupant caused
malicious false alarm-pull station
caused fire
maint.related

1  burned some food which set off the alarm, no fire, advised 911.
2  pull on the 4th floor
3  kitchen ,caused smoke to build up and set off alarm.
4  burnt popcorn in room 6xx. System reset.
5 Malfunction with system.
6 Burnt popcorn.
7 sprinkler monitor and room 1xx. No fire.
8  fire in the dumpster. AFD notified.
9  pulled cover off,only

10 Dumpster fully engulfed
11  rm. 1xx. System malfunction. 
12 Burnt popcorn in microwave.
13 burnt popcorn
15 system malfunction
16 system malfunction
17 AFD/270 responded. No fire.
18 smoke detector in room 114 activated (Food Court area)
19  Trouble w/ system. 
20  Someone set off fire extinguisher in 2nd floor hallway
21 Burnt popcorn 
21  Dust in the ceramics Dept
22 open window caused a sprinkler to freeze and bust in the basement.
23 Pull station activated
24 Burnt popcorn 
25  lit a piece of paper in hallway

26
Notified 911 and Life Safety..units adv. Smoke from grill in the food court set the 
alarm off, no fire.

27
Notified 911 and Life Safety..units adv. Smoke from grill in the food court set the 
alarm off,

28
Keys put back in lock box.Dispatched 911 & 270. Panel adv. 4th floor pull 
station in Mod-B activated.System reset.

29 Dispatched 911 & 270. System Malfunction, U-270 trying to reset it.
30 Dispatched 911 & U-270. Panel adv. Room 2xx.

31

Officer reports an audible alarm sounding throughout the building. Officer 
advises the fire panel is reporting a trouble with the smoke detector in room 2xx. 
Officer requests additional officers to assist with vacating the building,occupants 
are refusing to leave. AFD and 270 also notified. AFD later advised to cancel.

32
Notified 911 and emergency maint.;unable to determine what set off alarm,Life 
Safety was contacted to check system

33
Notified 911 and emergency maint.;system malfunction,270 will call Life Safety 
back in

34
U-23 & U-270 Responding. Life Safety dispatched and responding. AFD 
requests building be taken off line and fire watch put in place.

35 alarm went off due to a frozen water line



36 9 hair straightener
37  Burnt popcorn.
38  Water was running into the fire panel 
39  Notified 911 and F.M.
40  working on a project 
41  Pull station  3rd floor.
42 air handler overheated
43  "Tamper Flow" trouble.
44  Faulty flow device,life safety handling.
45  No fire. 1st floor pullstation activated.
46  burnt toast in the registars's office break room.
47 … pull station 
48 … Trash can had been set on fire
49 sprinkler alarm. 270 adv. Someone turned the valve on in stairwell

50  He thought he saw flames coming from nerw building.space heater on 1st floor. 

51
pull station activated lounge 2.  male given verbal warning for  back inside dorm 
while alarm 

52  elevator was on fire;23 put it out with as fire extinguisher.
53  "Main Tamper" and "Trouble" with exhaust 1 &2.
54 … burned popcorn. 
55 smoke detector activated in room 2xx,no fire or smoke
56  "Fire Pump Trouble". System malfunctioned
57  detectors showing trouble contractor working in the area.
58 pull station 
59 Smoke detector went off in room 2xx
60 pull station in stairwell 
61  Pull station activated on 2nd floor Mod-B.
62  smoke detector in dry storage,room 1xx
63  Pull station activated
64  Custodian activated the alarm while buffing the floor.
65  Main flow sensor # 21. 
66 burnt popcorn
68 Burnt popcorn 
69  burnt popcorn.
70 A steam leak caused the alarm. 
71  malfunction in the air handlers, no 47.

72
Notified 911 and Life Safety. Smoke detector activated in room 7xx, reason 
unknown

73 ground fault PSR power supply. 

74
CHARCOALS IN THE DUMPSTER CAUSING THE FIRE. ADF ARRIVED AND 
PUT THE FIRE OUT.

75  Fire outside the building in the mulch, fire was contained to the mulch outside.
76 trouble,emergency maintenance notified.

77
..smoke detector in room 305. 0113 AFD reference about alcohol located in the 
room.

78 Sprinkler system has been acivated also. System malfunction.
79  marijuana confiscated from the room.
80 Air freshener or hair spray. No fire. AFD/270 responded. Reset.



81
 Air freshner activated the alarm. No fire. Smoke detector was damaged when 
residents hit it.

82  burnt food
83 Small fire in the mulch behind the Oasis.
84  fire at the front of the building: adv. 911,AFD
85 …. Unknown cause. 270/AFD responded.
86 .. Unk cause with smoke detector.
87 Alarm caused by hair spray,no fire or smoke.
88  burned food on the stove, no fire.
89  Pull station activated on the 3rd floor
90 Pull station
91  3rd floor again. 
92 Pull station activated on 2nd floor.
93 … dust in the wood shed caused  No fire or smoke.

94

Fire panel reports smoke detector in room 3xx activated alarm. Cigar and 
several empty whiskey bottles located in the room. Residence Life processing 
the paperwork. AFD also notified and responding

95
 AFD also notified and responding, later cancelled. activated pull station on the 
3rd floor. 

96  Recycle bins has been set on fire. AFD on scene and flushed it.

97
… smoke in the garage and the lobby;fire was located in a dumpster in the 
garage area,extinguished by AFD.

98  residents regarding open flame. Fire extinguished.{NOT OU }
98  activated in room 932,unknown cause.

99
AFD/270 responded. Duct detector in equipment room 027. System reset. 
Malfunction. No 47. Will call Life Safety if alarm activates again.

100 . Steam in 407 set the alarm off,no fire or smoke.
101  4th floor manual pull station activated.
102  elevator malfunctioned in the basement,causing a lot of smoke.

103
room 209.AFD on scene. Alarm panel reports trouble with a smoke detector. 
system malfunction.

104
Small fire in the mulch outside the building,put out using extinguisher from the 
cruiser.

105

….keys…Fire alarm system reports an audible alarm sounding throughout the 
building. 2355 AFD and 270 notified and responding. 0003 AFD and 270 on 
scene. Alarm due to a malfunction in the system. 

106
Adv. 911 an dLife Safety..Mike called and adv. They burned some food;some 
smoke,but no fire..adv.911

107
Dispatched 911. Burnt popcorn in rm. 4xx System reset.{accodring to RD CM, 
cause of alarm was burned "Easy Mac" in rm 426,filled rm w/smoke}

108
Dispatched 911 & 270. Caller later adv. Smoke machine set off alarm. Negative 
C28. system reset.

109 Fire panel reports pull station in Mod 1B activated. 
110 AFD/270 responded. Burnt food. No fire.
111 Closed. Very minor. No 47.

112
 mulch outside the building is smoldering.  put the fire out with the extinguisher 
near room 1xx.

113 4th Floor. Papers on bulliten board were set on fire sometime 
114  burnt food in room 610.
115  hairspray activated the detector.
116 .activated pull station in mod 1B.



117
..keys…Pizza rolls burned in the microwave set  SEOMS contacted for female 
having a seizure.

118 Smoke detector malfunction in rm. 4xx. System reset.
119  cooking and burnt some food. AFD cancelled
120 Someone set cardboard recycle bin on fire. AFD on scene @ 0145.

121
table and mattress on fire in parking lot. Fire put out w/water extinguisher out of 
lower Seigfred.

122  flame twirler ignited. 
123  Burnt toast caused a smoke detector to activate, no fire or smoke.
124 Steam activated the detector in the air handler. 

125

…keys…Fire alarm system reports an audible alarm sounding throughout the 
building. Fire panel reports an activated pull station on the 2nd floor near room 
2xx.

126  Building 19 not secure upon arrival. Fire system trouble. 
127 3rd  Floor Stairwell responded. No fire. Nothing found. 
128 James showed normal. No fire signal showing
129 KEYS ….AFD/270 RESPONDED. MALFUNCTION.
130 Fire alarm in Bromley Hall. Chemical spill occurred in the basement.

131 Contractors set off a smoke detector in the 1st floor mechanical room,no fire.
132  2nd floor smoke detector in SW stairwell. Panel will not reset. 
133 FM adv. A painter accid. Set off the alarm;notified 911. Life Safety reset it.
134 smoke machine had set fire alarm off. AFD cancelled. 
135  AFD/270 responded. Alarm malfunction.

135
Music 4th Floor-(6-27-07-Fri. 5:44 pm) Smoke and Haze on the floor.  No fire 
found. Custodial staff advised to call if it gets worse. Odor on 2,3, and 4th floor.

136
system troubles, believe contractor may have done something to set off the 
alarm.

137 Female called 911 to adv. Her cooking set off the alarm..33 reset it.
138 detector was activated in dining hall bathroom,system was reset.

139
fire alarm and water flow were activated. Mechanical issue  May receive more 
system alerts.

140  Contractor possibly set off the alarm drilling on the 2nd floor.

141
Dispatched 911 & 270. . Smoke detector in room 269. Residents had burnt 
popcorn. 

142  Saw dust from the wood shop set the alarm off, no fire.
143 System malfunction. AFD/270 responded.  AFD will follow-up. No fire.

144
showing trouble, AFD canceled. Resident painted room and the fumes set off 
detector. System reset by 270. Res. Life will handle in morning.

145  Dispatched 911. Panel adv. Rm 6xx again. 
152 rm. 2xx Resident burned popcorn in room.
153 AFD was enroute;18 adv. It was a trouble alarm,not a fire alarm.
154 alarm was set off by dust or dirt in a 4th. Floor detector.
155  Contractors set off the alarm sawing concrete on the basketball court.
156 possibly set off by air handler malfunction

157
 Exhaust fumes from crane that was set up right outside the door set off smoke 
detector on the ground floor.

158
Fire alarm activated in Shively. Malfunctioning detector in the first floor NW 
stairwell system has been reset.

159 Notified 911 and emergency maint.;no fire, possibly weather related.



160  Alarm due to malfunction with smoke detector in the northwest stairwell.
161 270 working on the smoke detectors in room 141/142 also.

162
Dry Storage room.Adv. 911 and Life Safety..mgr,  adv. They were using steam 
to clean the restroom and that set the alarm off. 

163 Panel showing overflow in room 214. Life Safety notified.
164 AFD/270 RESPONDED. 270 calling in life safety for a system problem. No fire.
165 Room 4xx.AFD/270 RESPONDED. Burnt popcorn. No fire.
166  smoke detector in the attic,was a malfunction.{AFD said duct leak}
167 room 3xx.  Alarm activated by burnt popcorn in the microwave.
168 Alarm due to pull station activated near the exit door on the ground floor.
169 room 3xx - AFD/270 responded. Burnt popcorn. No fire.
170  room 1xx,dust set off alarm,AFD was cancelled.
171  adv. Burnt food in rm. 
172 …keys…Adv. Pull station near 194. System reset.

173
 Smoke detector activated in room 125 laundry room due to a dryer not venting 
properly. No fire.

174
 It's the dryer vent in the laundry room again. RD closed the laundry room until 
someone can take care of the problem.

175 Mulch is smoldering;extinguished by AFD.

176
 Alarm activated by excessive steam in the laundry facility. Window opened and 
facility closed until problem repaired.

177

 smoke detector in the 2nd floor bedroom @ xx Park Place. AFD and unit 270 
responding. Alarm activated by faulty detector in the attic. Maintenance will 
repair in the morning.

178
VENT SYSTEM NOT WORKING PROPERLY-LIFE SAFETY WILL NOTIFY 
FACILITIES TO REPAIR HOOD SYSTEM.

179 Alarm activated by a faulty smoke detector.

180
Adv. 911 and Life Safety..res. In 2xx burned food, AFD vented the area with a 
fan.

181 burned food in microwave in room 2xx set off alarm.
182 detector was activated in room 2xx, possibly by cologne.
183  reports malfunction occured earlier.
184 room 3xx by curling iron.
185 burnt popcorn in room 241 set off the alarm

186
 small fire in an outside vent. Officers responded,AFD/270 responded,fire put 
out.

187 Smoke detector in rm. 3xx.Keyed into room odor of burnt popcorn.

188
Burnt popcorn in room 2xx. No fire. AFD/270 responded. Life Safety called in for 
the attic problem,by 270.

189 Smoke detector rm. 2xx. Detector malfunction,system reset.
190 AFD/270 responded.Duct 16 in room 0xx. No fire. Alarm reset.
191  air freshner in a restroom.
192 Smoke detector room 3xx.
193 pull station by 2A
194 detector malfunction.
195 Burnt popcorn.
196 pull station activated in the SE stairwell.

197
trouble in the "Elevator equipment room". Officer noticed a scent of smoke in 
the area.  Elevator grounded and power shut off to the elevator.

198 detector malfunction in room 2xx.
199  Residents burnt food in micro,systems reset.



200  Irradiator Area--AFD cleared scene. System restored.

201
Smoke coming out of the heating vent. Adv. to pull a fire alarm and 
evacuate..notified 911 and Life Safety. FM unit adv. Of a fire in the air handler.

202
…keys… Door to room opened @ 0102-no fire. No entry made. #,#  Smoke 
detector in room 3xx. AFD/270 responded.

203
Notified 911 & 270. Panel adv. Smoke detector in corridor 118. System reset 
and Life Safety notified

204 Notified 911 and Life Safety; burnt toast in  room 7xx set off alarm
205 Notified 911 and Life Safety;burnt popcorn in room 4xx set off alarm

206

Names witheld, UAC and paraphernalia #20 keys removed @ S37 and returned 
@ S33. Fog machine activated the smoke detector. AFD/270 responded. No 
fire. Alarm reset. Both residents referred to judiciaries for UAC. One referred for 
drug paraphernalia.

207 #20 …keys… AFD/270 responded. Smoke detector activated. No fire.

208
Adv. 911 and 270. missing smoke detector in mechanical rom 105 caused the 
alarm to go off, no fire or smoke.

209
keys….Dispatched 911 & 270. Panel adv. Rm. 1xx, curling iron & hair spray set 
off alarm. System reset.

210

OUPD report on Adams missing,from AFD report: Report of alarm sounding at 
Adams Hall. Upon arrival found alarm was in romm 4xx. OUPD advised alarm 
was caused by occupant trying to cover up marijuana odor with air freshner.

211 ..keys… Notified 911 and Life Safety;burnt food in room 2xx set off the alarm.
212 …keys…AFD/270 responded. Hair straightener set off the alarm. No fire.

209
AFD and Life Safety were notified;exhaust fan malfunctioned allowing smoke to 
set off a detector

210
Notified 911 and Life Safety;water leak on 2nd floor caused detector to 
malfunction

211
room 1xx. Alarm system reports an audilbe alarm sounding throughout the 
building. AFD and unit 270 also notified. Alarm activated due to burnt food.

212 Adv. 911. Life Safety accid. Set the alarm off,no fire. Cancelled AFD.

213
Adv. 911 and Life Safety..units adv. Pull station on 2nd floor was activated,no 
fire or smoke.

214 RP adv. The alarm is false,was pulled on 2nd floor N end,will supplement #

215

Heater reported in room 1xx as being on fire,but is out at this time. Heater is 
smoking heavily. Adv. To pull the fire alarm and evacuate the buidling. AFD/270 
responded. No fire upon arrival. No fire had occurred after inspection. Source 
was electrical problem with the thermostat. 270 taking care of the repairs.

216

#1 and #2 contacted @ 2114 hrs. Large door will open w/ 11-A key. 911 
dispatched AFD to a fire in the garage area of Weld House. AFD/270 
responded. Dumpster was on fire. Fire put out by a sprinkler system. No 
students displaced, no one hurt. Area  secured and water valve located.

217 Notified 911 U-21 adv. Pull station in Mod 1-B, AFD cancelled. System reset.

218
 Keys removed,..returned..Dispatched AFD & U-270. Panel adv. Smoke detector 
rm  Residents will be cited for UAC & S69 poss. System reset. 

219

Unit 33 adv. Alarm was silenced before he and AFD arrived. Notified 911 and 
emergency maint.;problem with heating/cooling system caused the alarm to go 
off.



220
room xxx AFD responded. No fire. Smoke detector in room xxx activated the 
system. Life Safety responded to check the detector.

221
Adv. 911 and 270. AFD responded. No fire. Pull station on first floor. Mod B,was 
activated.

222
Smoke detector in room 3xx activated the system. Burnt popcorn activated the 
detector. No fire. System reset. AFD/270 responded.

223 Dispatched 911 & U-270. Burnt popcorn in rm. 3xx. System reset.

224
Notified 911 and emergency maintenance.;alarmwas activated by burnt food in 
room xxx.

225
keys….Notified 911 and Life Safety;alarm was set off by air freshner in the 
womens restroom in eth dining hall.

226
AFD/270 responded. Smoke detector in room xxx activated. Malfunction. No 
fire. Alarm reset.

227

keys….Larry Ervin responding. Dispatched 911. AFD on scene @ 0536. Panel 
adv. Irradiator alarm. Panel will not clear trouble. Life Safety on call dispatched 
@ 0550

228 Dispatched 911 & U-270. Units adv. Water leak above rm. xxx. Panel reset.

229
Residence hall and alarm keys….Notified 911 and Life Safety;paint fumes on 
5th. Floor set off alarm.

230
Adv. 911 and Life Safety..U-6 is working w/the alarm company on another issue 
and the system sent fire alarm signals inadvertently…cancelled AFD

231 Notified 911 and Life Safety;contractor working on the second floor set off alarm.

232
Notified 911 and Life Safety;contractor cutting pipe in the basement with a torch 
set off alarm.

233
Notified 911 and Life Safety;dust from contractor working on the 4th. floor set off 
alarm.

234 ..keys…Notified 911 and Life Safety;burnt popcorn set off alarm

235
Adv. 911 and Life Safety. Jxx Yxxx called 0710 and adv. The propane buffer set 
the alarm off.adv. 911 and Life Safety.

236 …keys…Adv. 911 and 270..15 adv. A sprinkler pipe in the garage busted.
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